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Abstract
Fingertip force scaling for lifting objects frequently occurs in anticipation of finger contact. An
ongoing question concerns the types of memories that are used to inform predictive control. Objectspecific information such as weight may be stored and retrieved when previously encountered objects
are lifted again. Alternatively, visual size and shape cues may provide estimates of object density
each time objects are encountered. We reasoned that differences in performance with familiar versus
novel objects would provide support for the former possibility. Anticipatory force production with
both familiar and novel objects was assessed in 6 left hemisphere stroke patients, 2 of whom exhibited
deficient actions with familiar objects (ideomotor apraxia; IMA), along with 5 control subjects. In
contrast to healthy controls and stroke participants without IMA, participants with IMA displayed
poor anticipatory scaling with familiar objects. However, like the other groups, IMA participants
learned to differentiate fingertip forces with repeated lifts of both familiar and novel objects. Finally,
there was a significant correlation between damage to the inferior parietal and superior and middle
temporal lobes, and impaired anticipatory control for familiar objects. These data support the
hypotheses that anticipatory control during lifts of familiar objects in IMA patients are based on
object-specific memories, and that the ventro-dorsal stream is involved in the long-term storage of
internal models used for anticipatory scaling during object manipulation.
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INTRODUCTION
Smooth and stable lifts of objects depend on memory representations that capture the
relationship between physical properties of objects such as weight, the force requirements to
lift the object, and the dynamics and mechanics of the sensorimotor system. Such memory
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representations, frequently characterized as “internal models”, are used for anticipatory control
during object lifts to prevent slippage and object deformation. By using predictions about object
properties based on prior experience, anticipatory grip force (GF)1 and vertical load force (LF)
enhance lift coordination (Flanagan & Tresilian, 1994;Wolpert & Flanagan, 2001;Kawato et
al., 2003).
Anticipatory fingertip force deficits have been described in conjunction with several central
nervous system disorders (Nowak, Timmann & Hermsdörfer, 2007; Duff & Gordon, 2003)
but to this point have not explicitly been identified in stroke populations (Nowak, Grefkes et
al., 2007). It is notable, however, that participants with a single-hemisphere stroke exhibit slow,
inaccurate grips, and use excessive or variable grip force scaling bilaterally (Quaney, Perera,
Maletsky, Luchies & Nudo, 2005; Blennerhassett, Carey & Matyas, 2006). Such abnormalities
might well be attributable, at least in part, to a deficit in anticipatory planning.
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Most previous studies with adults post-stroke have solely assessed performance with novel
geometric objects, such as cylinders or cubes, (except see Gordon, Westling, Cole, &
Johansson, 1993; Duff & Gordon, 2003), limiting their ecological relevance. Additionally, they
have either failed to assess for the presence of ideomotor apraxia (IMA) (Nowak, Hermsdörfer
& Topka, 2003; Blennerhassett et al., 2006), or alternatively, have excluded participants who
exhibited it (Raghavan, Krakauer & Gordon, 2006; Quaney et al., 2005; Nowak, Grefkes et
al., 2007; Dafotakis et al., 2008; but see Li, Randerath, Goldenberg & Hermsdörfer, 2007, for
an exception). This appears to be a critical omission given that IMA, a disorder of complex
object-related action observed in both the contralesional as well as ipsilesional hand, is a
frequent consequence of stroke, particularly to the brain’s left hemisphere. Individuals with
IMA are deficient in anticipatory planning of hand posture and hand orientation (Buxbaum,
Johnson-Frey & Bartlett-Williams, 2005) and rely upon visual feedback during action imitation
(Jax, Buxbaum & Moll, 2006) and in reaching to targets (Haaland, Harrington & Knight,
1999). Therefore, IMA may reflect, at least in part, a deficit in storage or retrieval of internal
models used for anticipatory control of object manipulation.
An additional relevant feature of IMA is a surprising disparity between actions to familiar
versus novel objects in favor of the latter. For example, when tested with the ipsilesional hand,
participants with IMA have difficulties recognizing and performing the correct hand postures
for familiar objects, but perform normally on the same tasks with novel objects (Buxbaum,
Sirigu, Schwartz & Klatzky, 2003), and are more impaired in imitation of the hand posture
component of meaningful, as compared to meaningless, object-related actions (Buxbaum,
Kyle, Grossman & Coslett, 2007). This suggests that retrieval of stored representations may
in some cases disrupt spatiomotor processing in IMA.
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We postulated that the study of anticipatory force scaling during lifts of novel and familiar
objects in participants with IMA would provide evidence relevant to the question of the nature
of memory representations used for anticipatory force control. An ongoing question in the
literature concerns the types of memories that are used for anticipatory control during object
manipulation. There are several candidate theories. One possibility is that object-specific
information such as weight is stored, either as part of an internal model or as an independent

1ABBREVIATIONS: GF, grip force; LF, load force; IMA, ideomotor apraxia; LCVA, left cerebrovascular accident; GTS, percentage
of total possible points on the Gesture to Sight of Objects apraxia measure; MTG, middle temporal gyrus; STG, superior temporal gyrus;
TO, posterior temporo-occipital; IPL, inferior parietal lobe; IFG, inferior frontal gyrus; PM, Premotor cortex; GFR, first peak grip force
rate; LFR, first peak load force rate; GFR Order, percentage of correctly ordered GFRs; LFR Order, percentage of correctly ordered
LFRs; GFR Distance, sum of GFR inter-item distance scores; LFR Distance, sum of LFR inter-item distance scores; Monofil,
monofilament test; 2 pt, static 2-point discrimination in mm; GrStr, hand grip strength in lbs; Peg, grooved pegboard; MobergTtl, Moberg
test total pickup time in s; MobergID, Moberg item identification time, in s; WAB AC Western Aphasia Battery auditory comprehension
subtest.
Brain Res. Author manuscript; available in PMC 2011 March 4.
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neural representation. Thus, when previously encountered objects are to be lifted again, the
object-specific information is retrieved to scale the GF and LF needed for successful
manipulation. Consistent with this possibility, healthy participants are able to scale load and
grip forces to object weight on their first lift with familiar objects, but only after several lifts
of a novel object when size-weight cues are absent (Gordon et al., 1993). An additional
possibility is that visual size and shape cues allow for an estimation of object density every
time an object is encountered (Mon-Williams & Murray, 2000; Quaney, Rotella, Peterson, &
Cole, 2003; Cole, 2008). There is evidence, for example, that predictive fingertip forces are
adjusted when objects of constant density vary in size (Gordon, Forssberg Johansson &
Westling, 1991). Thus, smaller objects are perceived as heavier than larger objects of the same
weight, (the “size-weight illusion”), indicating that visual size cues are influential in initially
estimating object weight until sensory feedback adjusts that estimate (Flanagan & Beltzner,
2000; Grandy & Westwood, 2006).
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The influence of object-specific versus current visual information in anticipatory fingertip force
scaling may be assessed by examining performance during lifts of familiar versus novel objects
in healthy as well as in neurologic participants with suspected anticipatory control deficits. If
different representations and processes contribute to lifting familiar as compared to novel
objects (e.g., long-term versus short-term memories), then performance should differ for the
two object types. Alternatively, if the same mechanisms and representations (such as the use
of visual size cues to estimate density) are used for both object types, then performance should
be parallel in the two cases.
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The final goal of the study was to assess the left hemisphere lesion loci related to anticipatory
control deficits during lifts of familiar and novel objects. In our previous work in individuals
with IMA, we proposed that the behavioral distinction between hand postures associated with
familiar versus unfamiliar objects is seated in a corresponding functional neuroanatomic
distinction between two processing streams specialized for actions upon objects: a bilateral
fronto-parietal system forming the dorso-dorsal stream, specialized for online control of
visually-guided action based on object geometry (size, shape); and a left-lateralized inferior
parietal lobe (IPL) and superior temporal gyrus (STG) system forming the ventro-dorsal
stream, specialized for stored object-related actions (Buxbaum, 2001; Rizzolatti & Matelli,
2003; Buxbaum, Frey et al., 2005; Frey, 2007). IMA patients with lesions to the “object use”
system (but not “object grasp” system) have deficits not only in the production of object-related
actions, but in their recognition as well, suggesting that a common representational deficit may
underlie both impairments (Buxbaum, Kyle, & Menon, 2005; Buxbaum et al., 2007). In
parallel, numerous functional neuroimaging studies have demonstrated left IPL and posterior
STG activation when subjects observe or plan familiar tool-use movements (e.g., JohnsonFrey, 2004; Lewis, 2006; Creem-Regehr & Lee, 2005), as well as when they plan object-related
actions based on immediate or final goals (Majdandzic et al., 2007).
In light of the two route theory, and the associated evidence on the role of the IPL and STG in
action planning, it is reasonable to predict that structures that form the ventro-dorsal route of
the left hemisphere may be implicated in anticipatory planning of force control with objects.
Functional imaging studies suggest the left IPL may contribute to the selection of grip force
appropriate to a given object (Ehrsson, Fagergren, & Forssberg, 2001; Kuhtz-Bushbeck,
Ehrsson & Forssberg, 2001), while the STG has not been implicated in grip or load force control
and thus its role remains an open question.
Based on previous research, we were able to make a number of behavioral and neuroanatomic
predictions in the present study. We expected that participants with left hemisphere lesions and
IMA would generate impaired predictive forces on the first attempt to lift familiar objects as
compared to novel objects. We also predicted anticipatory control during lifts of familiar

Brain Res. Author manuscript; available in PMC 2011 March 4.
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objects to be dependent on lesion location, where lesions to the left IPL and STG would be
most disruptive to established representations, resulting in poor performance on the first lift
with familiar objects.

METHODS
Participants
Participants were 6 right-handed individuals who had suffered a single, left hemisphere
cerebrovascular accident (LCVA), and 5 right-handed healthy age and education matched
controls (age: t(9)=−.94, p > .05; education: t(9)=−.56, p > .05). All LCVA participants
sustained their stroke at least three months prior to the initiation of testing (mean = 7.5 years,
see Table 1). LCVA participants were selected from a research database based on availability,
representation of a range of IMA scores, and the ability to travel to Thomas Jefferson University
for testing.
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Participants were excluded if ipsilesional (left) grip strength did not fall within two standard
deviations of published norms for their age and gender (Mathiowetz et al., 1985). Participants
were identified as exhibiting IMA when their average score on 10 trials of pantomiming
gestures to the sight of objects (GTS) fell two standard deviations below the mean of healthy
control performance (control mean score = 95, sd = 4.68; previously reported in Buxbaum,
Frey et al., 2005). In the GTS task, objects are presented singly and participants are asked to
pantomime how to use each object with their ipsilesional hand (see Buxbaum, Kyle et al.,
2005, for details). Based on this criterion, 2 patients were characterized as exhibiting IMA (See
Table 1).
All participants consented to the study in accordance with the guidelines of the Albert Einstein
Healthcare Network and Thomas Jefferson University Institutional Review Boards and were
paid for their participation.
Clinical Data
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Each subject was tested using standard clinical assessments of sensibility, manual dexterity,
and grip strength for each hand (See Table 1). Passive sensibility was assessed via static, twopoint discrimination and pressure sensitivity using the Semmes-Weinstein Monofilament Test
(Log10, .1mg; Semmes, Weinstein, Ghent & Teuber, 1960;Stone, 1992;Weber, 1935). Active
sensibility was tested with the modified Moberg pickup test of tactile gnosis (Dellon,
1980;Moberg, 1958). Manual dexterity was tested using the timed 9-hole peg test (Mathiowetz
et al., 1992). Gross grip strength was assessed using the Jamar Dynamometer (Bechtol,
1954). Language comprehension was assessed with the Comprehension subtest of the Western
Aphasia Battery (WAB; REF).
Neuroanatomic Scan Acquisition and Segmentation
We obtained high-resolution structural MRI scans or research-quality CT scans on 4 of the 6
participants in the study, and a clinical MRI scan for the remaining 2 participants. MRI images
were obtained on a 1.5-T scanner at the Hospital of the University of Pennsylvania. MRI
scanning parameters acquired T-1-weighted spoiled gradient-recalled-echo (MPRAGE; 35/7,
45 flip angle, one signal acquired) transverse images with 1-mm slice thickness, no gap, 1 mm
inplane resolution. A 192×256 matrix was used throughout acquisition. CT scans were obtained
using 44 contiguous axial slices covering the entire brain (2.55-mm slide thickness) without
contrast.
The MRIcron image analysis program was used to identify brain lesions
(www.psychology.nottingham.ac.uk/staff/crl/mricron.html). A trained research team member
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blind to the behavioral data and supervised by a neurologist segmented the lesions (for
reliability details see Jax, Buxbaum & Moll, 2006). Damage to Brodmann’s area was calculated
for each participant in voxels using the maps included in MRIcron which are based on templates
from Damasio and Damasio (1989). (See Table 2). Brodmann’s areas were subject to analysis
if ≥10% of voxels were damaged in at least one-third of the participants. To improve power,
Brodmann’s areas were combined into larger regions of interest (BA 21 = middle temporal
gyrus (MTG); BA 22, 41 & 42 = superior temporal gyrus (STG); BA 37 = posterior temporaloccipital (TO); BA 39 & 40 = inferior parietal lobe (IPL); BA 44 & 45 = inferior frontal gyrus
(IFG); BA 6 = Premotor cortex, (PM)) by calculating percent damage of total possible voxels
in these regions.
Experimental Procedure and Apparatus
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Before the experiment participants washed their hands with soap and water, and dried them
thoroughly. Participants sat with the elbow flexed, parallel to the table with the object aligned
with the shoulder. Participants were then asked to perform lifting movements with familiar
objects and novel objects. After an auditory cue, participants reached forward to grasp and lift
the familiar or novel object to a height in alignment with a 6 cm vertical marker. After holding
the object briefly in the air (3 s) they returned it to the table. Participants lifted each object in
a block of five trials. Series order (familiar, novel) and object order were counterbalanced
across participants. Stroke participants lifted objects with the less-impaired (ipsilesional) left
hand. Three control participants lifted objects with the right hand and 2 with the left hand.2
We used multiaxial force transducers (Nano17; ATI Industrial Automation, Garner, NC, USA).
Each transducer measured two orthogonal force components, normal (grip) and tangential
(load; .0025N resolution), during the grip-lift tasks. An electromagnetic position-angle sensor
(Polhemus Fastrack, Colchester, VT, USA), secured to each object, measured vertical position
(.03 in accuracy) and roll (0.15° RMS accuracy). The data was acquired using an integrated
system (MotionMonitor™ Innsport Technologies, Inc.) and analyzed off-line using MATLAB
7.0. Force and position signals were sampled at 120 Hz. Data were filtered with a second-order
Butterworth filter with zero phase lag using a cut-off frequency of 8 Hz. Load force was
obtained from the normal force, and the load and grip forces at the thumb and index finger
were summed and averaged.
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Familiar objects were lifted off a plastic plate covering a single force transducer placed
horizontally on its side on the table (see Fig. 1A). Load force was measured as vertical lift of
the object was initiated and object position was documented throughout the lift. This apparatus
enabled measurement of load force, object position, timing of lift-off and the derivatives of
load force rate and lift acceleration. Familiar objects included a soda bottle (649 g), soda can
(370 g), videotape (190 g), and plastic cup (55 g). A pre-experiment survey indicated that the
participants had lifted each familiar object at least once a week with the lifting hand, and in
the case of stroke participants, that these items were lifted both before and after the stroke (See
Table 1).
Novel objects were lifted using a custom designed grip device (Fig. 1B) equipped with two
parallel multi-axial force transducers. The parallel transducers had exchangeable contact
surfaces 3.5 cm in diameter, covered with sandpaper (200 grit). The grip width or horizontal
distance between the contact surfaces was 4.2 cm. This grip device allowed for the additional

2The controls used in this study also took part in a different experiment that compared their performance to right hemisphere stroke
participants who used their right hands; hence, half of the controls were run with their right hands. These data will be reported in a separate
manuscript. Performance of the controls on behavioral, sensory, and force rate measures was compared with Mann-Whitney U tests based
on whether they were assigned to use their right or left hand in the experiment. No differences were detected between the two groups of
controls for the frequency with which they lifted the familiar objects, sensory ability, or the force rate applied (all p’s non-significant).
Brain Res. Author manuscript; available in PMC 2011 March 4.
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measurement of grip force and its derivatives. Three red, novel objects equal in volume were
attached to the grip device (Fig. 1B) to avoid size-weight or color-weight illusions. However,
the objects were different in geometric shape to assist in the development of an association
between shape and weight (Gordon et al., 1991; Shick & Plack, 1975). The novel objects
included a pyramid (400g), cube (600g), and cylinder (200g).
At the end of the experiment, participants were asked to point to each of the four familiar
objects and the three novel objects separately in response to verbal queries about the order of
their respective weights. The participants’ ordering of objects by weight was compared to the
actual weights and scored according for accuracy. The possible score for familiar objects
ranged from 0–4, and for novel objects from 0–3.
Analysis
Temporal, force, and position measures were taken from Trial 1 and Trial 5 from each block
of five trials for the novel and familiar objects. These measures were used to help define the
moment of peak load or grip force, calculate force rate, identify the moment of object lift-off,
and derive acceleration.
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The onset of grip force and load force was denoted when the values were above a .1 N threshold.
The grip force rate (GFR) and load force rate (LFR) were derived from the summed load and
average grip forces using a 65-point numerical differentiation (i.e. calculated with a 612.5 ms
window). Anticipatory scaling (planning) of fingertip forces was measured by the first peak
LFR for familiar objects and the first peak GFR and LFR for novel objects (Johansson and
Westling, 1988; Gordon et al., 1993). First peak force rates were used for subsequent statistical
analyses because, in cases where there are multiple peaks in the force rate profile, the first peak
occurs earlier in the lift than the maximum peak force rate. Earlier measures of force are more
likely to reflect anticipatory control because they occur prior to object lift-off. Once lift-off
occurs, sensorimotor feedback about object weight is available to influence the force applied.
The first peak GFR and LFR was defined as the first independent peak (a peak that drops by
at least 50% of its original magnitude before increasing again) above 2 N/s that occurred before
object lift-off and was associated with a positive force value.
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In addition to raw force rate, we also examined derived measures in many of the statistical
analyses because they provide a useful measure of the accuracy of force scaling. First, the
accuracy of force output to object weight was examined by comparing the ordering of forces
as a function of weight (hereafter, GFR Order and LFR Order), where values reflect the
percentage of correctly ordered objects. LFR for familiar objects and GFR and LFR for novel
objects were graded as correctly scaled if the force applied was greater than that used for objects
of a lighter weight, less than that applied to objects of a heavier weight, and separated from
other objects by at least 0.5 N/s. Each of the five control participants had a lower boundary of
0.6 N/s of separation between objects.The percentage of correctly ordered object pairs was
calculated (GFR Order and LFR Order). The second derived measure explored the sensitivity
of distinguishing objects (that differ by a minimum of 200 g) by measuring the inter-item spread
between observed forces (hereafter, GFR Distance and LFR Distance) by taking the sum of
inter-item difference scores for all possible object weight pairs. Positive Distance scores reflect
the magnitude of spread between forces that are correctly scaled to object weight, negative
values reflect the spread of misordered objects (i.e., a higher rate of force was used for lighter
than heavier objects), and 0 indicates no difference in the forces applied to the objects. Although
these derived variables still reflect the general pattern of typical GFR and LFR variables, they
allow the use of statistical measures that do not simply relate one object-specific force output
to another, and have been found useful in identifying subgroups of stroke participants who
demonstrate subtle planning deficits (for a similar logic and method see Li et al., 2007 and
Raghavan et al., 2006).
Brain Res. Author manuscript; available in PMC 2011 March 4.
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In order to determine the relationship between anticipatory force and behavioral performance,
force rate (GFR and LFR for novel objects and LFR for familiar objects) and derived force
rate (Order and Distance variables) were entered into Spearman’s rank correlations with GTS
score, sensorimotor task performance, participant-reported frequency of lifting each familiar
object, and post-experiment verbal ordering of objects by weight. The derived variables were
further examined in association with damaged brain regions, and significant results were
subjected to hierarchical regressions to determine whether total lesion volume contributed to
the prediction of force rate variables.
Force rate variables were also compared against object weights using an ordinal nonparametric
measure of association, Somers’ D (Kendall & Gibbons, 1990), a modified form of a gamma
test. Unlike gamma, which does not correct for ties between pairs of ranked data, Somers’ D
penalizes for tied pairs only when they occur in the predicted variable, in this case, force rate
scaling, rather than the predictor, object weight. This treatment of ties reflects the directional
hypothesis that object weight predicts force rate scaling. Somers’ D reaches a maximum score
of 1.0 and a minimum score of −1.0 for perfectly ordered monotonic associations, where 0
reflects independence.
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Between-group differences were further tested in the LFR Distance measure on Trial 1 with
familiar objects using an unequal variances t-test. An unequal variances test was used because
the data failed a Levene’s test for the equality of variance (F = 6.10, p = .034), indicating that
the shape of the distributions was different between controls and patients. However, the data
was still normally distributed, as determined by a Shapiro-Wilk test for normality (W = .98, p
= .94, patients; W = .87, p = .26, controls). We then used Siegel-Tukey tests (Siegel & Tukey,
1960) to determine whether within-group variability was greater in the patient than the control
group for the LFR Distance measure on Trial 1 with familiar objects. The null hypothesis of
the Siegel-Tukey test is that for two groups of observations arranged in ascending order, the
observations from each group will be randomly mixed among the ranks of high and low scores.
Because in most cases the measures were related to one another, a Keppel’s Modified
Bonferroni correction (Keppel, 1991) was used set the critical p-value for significance to reduce
the likelihood of committing a Type II error. Statistical evaluation of all group differences was
determined using two-tailed exact p-values where appropriate.

RESULTS
GFR and LFR Traces
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Participants with IMA did not show scaling of GFR or LFR on the first trial with familiar
objects, but did by the 5th trial. Figure 2 shows representative force traces for the first trial
lifting familiar objects. The controls and LCVA exhibited initial scaling which improved in
differentiation by the 5th trial.
Between Groups Comparison of the Scaling of Force to Object Weight—To assess
whether force rate monotonically scales with object weight, where heavier objects elicit higher
force rates, we used a series of Somers’ D measures of association. For the familiar objects,
the association of LFR to object weight was much lower on Trial 1 than that found on Trial 5
in the patients (Trial 1, d = .49; Trial 5, d = .68; see Figure 3B) but not in controls (Trial 1, d= .
81; Trial 5, d = .80; see Figure 3A). For novel objects, both patients and controls showed better
concordance in LFR than GFR with the weight of the novel objects and concordance improved
in both LFR and GFR from Trial 1 to 5 (Control: LFR Trial 1, d = .41; LFR Trial 5, d = .81;
GFR Trial 1, d = .20; GFR Trial 5, d = .41, see Figure 3C and 3D), however, the patient group
had poorer concordance across all measures (Control: LFR Trial 1, d = .15; LFR Trial 5, d = .
37; GFR Trial 1, d = .57; GFR Trial 5, d = .63; see Figure 3E and 3F).
Brain Res. Author manuscript; available in PMC 2011 March 4.
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In a between-groups analysis, there was no significant difference between patients and controls
in LFR Distance measure on Trial 1 with familiar objects, t(6)= −.45, p = .67, where the median
and quartiles in patients and controls was 12.22 (10.2, 43.3) and 11.72 (23.9, 37.8),
respectively. Despite the lack of a significant difference in LFR Distance between patients and
controls, the controls had more widely dispersed LFR Distance values as compared to patients
(p = .052, Siegel-Tukey test). This indicates that patients applied less distinct force rates based
on the identity of the objects (see also Figure 3A and B).
To assess for temporal differences in force loading, between-group differences in peak
acceleration for each object were compared in a Mann-Whitney U. An examination of peak
acceleration for each object revealed no statistically significant difference between the patients
and control participants (all U’s > 9.0, n1 = 6 n2 = 5, all p’s > .355). The overall medians and
quartiles in patients and controls were 193.0 cm/s2 [163, 236] and 200.2 cm/s2 [113, 241],
respectively. The similarity of peak acceleration suggests that patients were no different than
controls in terms of how fast their speed changed at the moment when load and grip force were
measured.
Derived Variables
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Sensory Deficits and Frequency of Lifting Familiar Objects—The relationships
between the derived force rate variables and the clinical data listed in Table 1 were evaluated
using Spearman’s correlations. There were no significant correlations between force rate and
the clinical data (all rs’s < .50, all p-values > .116, uncorrected for the 64 comparisons
performed), however, based on the small sample size, this null result should be viewed with
caution. We examined the correlation between LFR and GFR for each object and the derived
scores (Order and Distance) on Trial 1 and 5 against the participant-reported frequency of
lifting for each familiar object with the lifting hand. Higher frequency of lifting a soda bottle
during everyday life correlated with better LFR Distance on Trial 5 (rs = .72, p = .012).
Correlations for other objects were not significant in this sample.
The force rate and derived score for each familiar object on Trial 1 and 5 were correlated against
the post-experiment verbal ordering of objects by weight. Controls and participants with LCVA
were equally capable of explicitly ordering the 4 familiar objects, Median=4 for both control
and LCVA. They were both equally poor at explicitly ordering the 3 novel objects, Median=1.
We were unable to find significant correlations between the accuracy of verbal ordering by
object weight (familiar and novel) and the derived force rate measures (all p-values > .05).
Again, these null results must be viewed with caution.
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Influence of Ideomotor Apraxia—We examined the relationship between the GTS test of
IMA and the derived GFR and LFR measures (see Table 3). As can be seen in Figure 4, there
was a significant correlation between the ability to predict the weight of familiar objects, as
measured by LFR Distance on Trial 1, and the GTS test of IMA (rs = .820, p = .046). GFR and
LFR Distance did not correlate with GTS on other trials, or with novel objects (all rs’s < .395,
all p’s > .230). These data indicate, consistent with qualitative observations of the GFR and
LFR data, that there is a relationship between the ability to correctly scale fingertip forces for
lifts of familiar objects and IMA.
Brain Lesion Analysis—The relationship between the GFR and LFR derived variables and
damaged brain regions was examined in separate Spearman’s rank correlations. As shown in
Table 4 and Figure 5 and Figure 6, the STG, MTG and IPL were significantly associated with
poor load force rate scaling (LFR Order) during lifts of familiar objects on Trial 1.3 The
remaining GFR and LFR Order and Distance variables for familiar and novel objects were not
significantly correlated with damage to any brain region of interest (p-values > .09).
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To assess whether total lesion volume contributed to the observed significant correlation
between LFR Order and STG and IPL damage, a hierarchical regression was performed4. LFR
Order on Trial 1 with familiar objects was entered as the dependent measure and voxel count
measures of total lesion volume as well as STG, MTG or IPL damage were entered as
predictors. Because STG, MTG and IPL were assumed to predict the most variance in a
regression, they were each entered last in their respective regressions. The regression model
of STG alone yielded the best fit, with 94.6% of the variance explained, R= .97, F (1,4) = 69.93,
p = .001, and excluded the predictors of total lesion volume, Beta In =.12, p = .61, IPL, Beta
In =−.01, p = .97, and MTG, Beta In = .32, p = .34. A regression model with total lesion volume
alone, F(1,4)=3.12, p = .15, was a poor fit.

DISCUSSION

NIH-PA Author Manuscript

In this study we sought to determine whether the memories that underlie anticipatory fingertip
force control when lifting objects are based on object-specific representations, or whether
object density (and thus the force required) is estimated based on the immediate visual
assessment of an object’s structural properties (Cole, 2008). We investigated this issue by
comparing anticipatory force scaling during lifts of familiar objects to lifts of novel objects
with equivalent volumes but varying weight. Performance differences observed during lifts of
familiar versus novel objects suggest that different mechanisms contribute to the ability to scale
fingertip forces. Based on a two-route model of action, we predicted that this would be the
case. We assessed this prediction in patients with IMA, who are known to have deficits in
planning actions with familiar objects (Johnson-Frey, 2004; Glover, 2004; Buxbaum et al.,
2003; Sirigu et al., 1995), even in the ipsilesional hand. We also assessed the prediction that
lesions to the ventro-dorsal stream (IPL and STG) would disrupt production of anticipatory
grip and load force during lifts of familiar objects.

NIH-PA Author Manuscript

The study predictions were confirmed in a preliminary sample of 6 stroke patients. Examination
of individual participant’s force traces revealed poor anticipatory control with familiar objects
(Trial 1 LFR) in those with IMA. In between-group analyses, patients did not show anticipatory
scaling of load force rate to familiar object weight. However, they improved in their scaling
by Trial 5 with both familiar and novel objects. On Trial 1, patients seemed to generate a more
tightly clustered set of load force rates (that did not distinguish as well between the familiar
object weights) than controls. We also found that Trial 1 LFR for familiar objects correlated
significantly with our measure of IMA, Gesture to Sight of objects, and with lesions to the
inferior parietal lobe and the posterior portion of the middle and superior temporal cortices,
but not with overall lesion volume. These data suggest that the ipsilesional deficits previously
observed in IMA patients with left temporal-parietal lesions in the planning of grip posture
with familiar objects (Buxbaum, Johnson-Frey & Bartlett-Williams, 2005) may extend to the
planning of fingertip forces during object lifts. While we did not initially predict the
involvement of posterior MTG in anticipatory grip force, this area consistently shows
heightened activity in imaging studies when participants view manipulable objects and tools
(Chao, Haxby & Martin, 1999; Moore & Price, 1999; Beauchamp, 2002), and MTG has been
cited as part of the network involved in conceptual object representations. Thus, it is possible
that information required for force scaling is among the attributes represented by this network.
Future studies will be required to explore this possibility.

3Performance on Trial 5 with novel objects was at “ceiling” (maximum possible score) for most participants, and thus did not demonstrate
enough variability to be entered into a correlation with brain regions of interest.
4Pearson’s correlations showed that the STG was significantly correlated with total lesion volume, r = 0.86, p = .028 and the IPL was
near significant, r = 0.80, p = .056. On inspection of the Variable Inflation Factors they were found to be below 4, indicating that
multicollinearity is low (Myers, 1990), and thus it was acceptable to enter each variable as a predictor with total lesion volume into
individual regressions.
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The poor performance of IMA participants when interacting with familiar objects stands in
contrast to their performance during lifts of novel objects, which resembled controls even on
early trials. None of the force measures relevant to lifts of novel objects correlated with IMA,
nor were these measures affected by the integrity of any particular brain regions, at least in this
small sample. These data suggest that the procedures and neural substrates for planning of force
production for familiar as compared to novel objects may be at least partly distinct.
An additional notable aspect of the data is that after repeated exposures (i.e., by Trial 5), the
performance of the IMA participants during lifts of familiar objects was indistinguishable from
controls. This raises the possibility that appropriate interim internal models used for
anticipatory force scaling may improve or develop over the short-term. Unfortunately, we did
not require our participants to return for testing of retention on subsequent days, thus, the
longevity of these newly-trained representations is unclear. Given its potential relevance to
rehabilitation, this question warrants further investigation because of its potential role as a
rehabilitative strategy.
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The present data may be viewed as a complement to a recent report by Li and colleagues
(2007) of an IMA patient who demonstrated impaired anticipatory control on the first trial
during lifts of novel objects when those objects violated typical size-weight associations. The
authors suggested that the patient did not seem to rely upon stored information to anticipate
expected weight. Instead, the patient appeared to use recent sensorimotor memory to guide
force production, resulting in a grip force that was appropriate to the previous (and not current)
trial. Consistent with this possibility, Gordon et al. (1991) suggested that different procedures
may be used for anticipatory control based on short-term sensorimotor memories as opposed
to long-term, established representations of object properties. Like our patients, the patient in
Li et al.’s study (2007) also demonstrated normal GF learning over time. A disparity between
deficient use of remotely-acquired information and the intact ability to learn over the short
term is consistent across both studies. This suggests that the representational substrates of
remote and short-term memories for force control are an additional area meriting further
investigation. Thus far it has been established that associative and sensorimotor memories
formed while lifting objects remain in healthy subjects for at least 24 hours (Nowak, Koupan
& Hermsdörfer, 2007; Gordon, Forssberg, & Iwasaki, 1994). However, in cases where there
is damage to the IPL and/or STG, one might observe sufficient learning over the short-term,
coupled with an inability to develop long-term internal models.
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In summary, the present study supports the hypothesis that the ventro-dorsal system of the left
hemisphere, in addition to its known specialization for control of hand posture and planning
of skilled actions, could also be involved in anticipatory scaling of fingertip forces during lifts
of familiar objects. Given that our LCVA patients could explicitly order familiar objects by
weight prior to lifting them, the data suggest that lesions to the left temporoparietal area do not
affect weight knowledge per se, but rather the ability to integrate object property information
into an internal model of the dynamics of hand-object interaction (Wolpert & Flanagan,
2001; Kawato et al., 2003; Flanagan & Tresilian, 1994). One caveat is that the results are based
on a small sample of patients which may not have been sufficient to detect some differences.
For example, while we did not find any relationship between our force measures and clinical
measures of hand function, other studies have found a consistent relationship (for example, see
Gordon & Duff, 1999). However, both behavioral and neuroanatomic data are consistent with
our theoretically-based predictions, and suggest that replication with a larger sample of patients
will be of interest. Such a study is currently underway in our lab.
By relating predictions relevant to force scaling to the ventro-dorsal stream several implications
emerge for memory durability and interlimb transfer that are relevant to the rehabilitation of
anticipatory fingertip force control. Differential predictions based on lesion location could be
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used to plan effective rehabilitation programs for patients and may have implications for recent
efforts in adult stroke patients to train the contralesional limb through interlimb transfer tasks.
During interlimb transfer training novel objects are lifted with the ipsilesional limb first then
the contralesional limb. Previous studies have consistently tested only immediate or nearimmediate transfer effects (Gordon, 1994; Raghavan et al., 2006; Chang, Flanagan & Goodale,
2008). However, one might postulate that patients with IPL and temporal lobe damage are
capable only of short-lived sensorimotor learning, and would not be able to consolidate that
information into stored knowledge about an object. The current study is consistent with the
idea that rehabilitation efforts, including interlimb transfer training, should be tailored to take
into account the area of damage and checked at long delays to establish that newly formed
representations are durable enough to be relevant to rehabilitation goals.
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Fig. 1.

Load force rate (LFR) traces across time for Trial 1 with familiar objects for two controls, two
LCVA participants without ideomotor apraxia (IMA), and two LCVA participants with IMA.
Below each LFR trace is a depiction of object position to indicate the point at which object
lift-off was achieved. Controls and LCVA appropriately scaled LFR based on object weight
for familiar objects wherein heavier objects elicited higher LFRs. Furthermore, LFRs were
primarily single-peaked and the maximumpeak value was achieved before the object is lifted
off the table, indicating a smooth application of load force that precedes and anticipates sensory
feedback. In contrast, IMA participants had poorly differentiated and incorrectly scaled LFRs
based on object weight. They tended to generate multi-peaked waveforms with a low first peak
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before object lift-off and a second maximum peak after lift-off once sensory feedback regarding
object weight was available. Other force fluctuations were noticeable in the IMA participants,
including large negative load forces prior to lift-off, suggesting an attempt to stabilize the grasp,
and multiple sub-peaks while holding the object aloft, indicating difficulty maintaining the
grip.
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Fig 2.

Somers’ Dmeasure of association between real object weight and fingertip force. Each
participant’s force rate is plotted by object and objects are ordered by ascending weight from
left to right along the x-axis. Given that the x-values are ordered, Somers’ D is the difference
between concordant and discordant pairs, divided by the number of concordant, discordant and
tied pairs for the x-value. (A) Control LFR for familiar objects on Trials 1 and 5. (B) Patient
LFR for familiar objects on Trials 1 and 5. Apraxics are demarcated by dark filled circles and
non-apraxics by open circles. (C) Control GFR for novel objects on Trials 1 and 5. (D) Control
LFR for novel objects on Trials 1 and 5. (E) Patient GFR for novel objects on Trials 1 and 5.
(F) Control LFR for novel objects on Trials 1 and 5.
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Fig. 3.

A scatterplot and regression line showing the relationship between load force rate (LFR)
Distance for Trial 1 with familiar objects and the gesture to sight (GTS) test of ideomotor
apraxia. R-sq.=0.67
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(A) Overlay maps of all patients lesions (n=6) on axial slices (slice location indicated by zcoordinate) and a 3D cortical rendering of the left hemisphere. Colors ranging from dark blue
to light green indicate the number of patients who share the same lesion location, where the
darkest color indicates lesions in only one patient and the lightest color indicates lesions in all
six patients. (B) Subtraction maps of lesions of most impaired (n=3) versus least impaired (n=3)
stroke participants based on scores on load force rate (LFR) Distance Trial 1 with familiar
Objects. Colors ranging from yellow to red indicate lesion loci damaged in more “most
impaired” than “least impaired” participants (yellow=damaged in 3 “most impaired” and 0
“least impaired”; posterior superior temporal and inferior parietal lobes). Colors ranging from
light blue to dark blue indicate regions more frequently damaged in “least impaired” than “most
impaired” participants. Purple indicates regions that did not distinguish between groups
(difference of 0).
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Fig. 5.

Scatterplots and regression lines showing the relationship between load force rate (LFR)
Order Trial 1 for familiar objects and number of voxels damaged in brain regions of interest.
STG=superior temporal gyrus; IPL=inferior parietal lobe; TO=posterior temporal-occipital;
MTG=middle temporal gyrus.
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Fig. 6.

Experimental setup. (A) Familiar object: In this case, videotape, with a Polhemus position
sensor (Polhemus Fastrack, Colchester, VT) attached being lifted from a platform attached to
a 6 DOF force transducer (Nano17; ATI Industrial Automation, Garner, NC, USA), placed
horizontally, acting as a load cell. (B) Novel objects: One of three geometric shaped objects
(Cube shown) attached to a grip device consisting of two parallel 6 DOF force transducers with
contact surfaces made from 200 grit sandpaper. A position sensor is attached. Familiar and
novel objects were lifted to a height of 6 cm to be aligned to a vertical marker.
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Table 2

Clinical Characteristics of Participants with LCVA
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Participant

Months
Post CVA

Brodmann’s areas lesioned*

Total voxels
lesioned

Patient TO

105

21,22,37,39,40,41,42,43,44

39,674

OM

74

1,2,3,7,19,21,22,37,39,40,41,42,43

32,238

MA

69

6,44,47

2,288

AG

129

6,9,45,46

72,991

GH

75

7,22,39,40,41,42

57,196

LL

101

1,2,3,4,9,22,32,34,38,39,40,41,42,43,45,47

27,492

Avg. (sd)

92 (24)

38,646 (24,544)

*

≥10% damage to listed regions
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91

93

88

95

95

98

100

AG

Control 4

C1

C3

C5

C2

16.60

10.86

11.72

10.45

15.09

16.97

9.47

22.32

14.96

4.49

3.23

7.36

1.42

13.49

4.37

2.23

1.98

1.75

7.25

14.64

25.89

15.47

22.97

11.66

27.57

19.40

16.39

5.99

32.26

5.00

6.76

27.69

28.65

LFR

−8.54

9.09

14.92

0.58

−0.58

7.43

4.97

0.93

10.96

−0.25

−0.24

LFR

Familiar

GFR

Novel

LFR

Familiar

GTS = Gesture to Sight of Objects apraxia measure

90

90

MA

LL

80

GH

OM

68

Patient TO

GTS

Trial 5

Trial 1

39.45

13.65
35.55

4.26

4.53
14.33

11.80

6.54

8.65

18.29

6.91

32.87

8.92

3.31

LFR

−4.91

15.36

4.57

24.07

11.84

36.88

8.73

4.15

GFR

Novel

LFR Distance for Each Familiar Object and Lift by Participant Ordered by GTS Score
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Spearman r

Spearman r

0.53

−0.97***

STG

0.66

−0.84*

IPL

0.13

0.48

IFG

0.13

0.37

PM

0.53

−0.97***

MTG

0.42

−0.73

PTO

p<.04

*

p<.001;

***

STG = superior temporal gyrus; IPL = inferior parietal lobe; IFG = inferior frontal gyrus; PM = premotor; MTG = middle temporal gyrus; TO = posterior temporal-occipital.

LFR Order

Trial 5

LFR Order

Trial 1

Correlations between LFR Order for Familiar Objects on Trial 1 and 5 and Brain Regions of Interest
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